Deconstructing paradigms of Western thought

n. 8 Beyond Nature and Nurture 3.5.2022
Taking the country’s side. Agriculture and Architecture
a book by Sébastien Marot in discussion with Annalisa Metta

n. 9 De-coloniale 23.05.2022
La Differenza Amazzonica
a book by Antonio di Campli in discussion with Giulia Torino

curated by Alessandra Marcon, Marta De Marchi, Elvira Pietrobon, Giulia Testori

Within the “Fare ricerca” cycle. Each event will be followed by a meeting with the author and PhD students from the urbanism curriculum in the afternoon.
With Amina Chouairi, Elena Ferrari, Lorenza Manfredi

3.5 - 23.5.2022
Badoer
aula Tafuri
online Teams
code eqpaudi
9.30>12 am